
  

 من غشنا فليس منا! تذكر
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Ministry of National Education                                           Education's Directorate of Blida 

EL-MEHDI Mohamed Middle School Hessainia 2 - Bouinan 

Level: 4 MS                                                                                                            Time Allotted: 1 h 30 mn  

First Term Exam 

The Text: 

10 Days Algeria Itinerary (Central & Western) 

Hallo! , I’m Schmidt a German tourist, according to 

this album photo of my Japanese friend Tagashi and his 

advice, I realised that Algeria is a perfect destination to visit, 

so I spent winter holidays in Algeria. I’ll tell you how was my 

itinerary across this big and lovely country. 

First, I started my trip from “Algiers” the capital, I 

passed one day visiting it’s famous places like Casbah, I also 

drove to “Tipaza” to visit the Roman Ruins for a half day. 

Second, I travelled by a plane to “Ghardaia”, with a stopover 

in Laghouat Airport. “Ghardaia” is famous with its ancient 

buildings and people there still wear traditional clothes, 

especially in “Beni Yezguen”. Then, I flew to “Timimoun” the 

pearl of Sahara. It is very famous for its red buildings and its 

green oasis. After that, I headed into the west to “Bechar”, 

towards “Taghit” where the beautiful dunes and the generous 

people, this nice place receives thousands of tourists every 

year. Finally, I flied back to “Germany” after spending one day in “Algiers”.  

 

                                Adopted and Adapted from https://summerytouch.com/10-day-algeria-itinerary/ 

Part One: (14pts) 

A. Reading Comprehension: (7tps) 

Activity One: Choose (a, b, c or d) to complete the following sentences.  (1×3=3pts) 

1- The text is:                  a- a blog                     b- an internet article                  c- an e-mail                 d- a story 

2- The tourist is from:    a- Algeria                    b- England                            c- Japan                     d- Germany 

3- The second destination was:  a- Ghardaia      b- Tipaza                       c- Algiers                      d- Timimoun 

Activity Two:Answer the following questions. (1*2=2pts) 

1- How many days did Mr Schmidt spend in Algeria? 

2-  Did he visit Ghardaia?   

Activity Three: Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following. (0.5×2=1pt) 

Outstanding =………………                         Old = ……………….. 

Activity Four: Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following. (0.5×2=1pt) 

Ugly ≠………………                                     East ≠ ……………….. 

B. Mastery of Language: (7pts) 
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Activity One: Spot the mistakes and write the corrected sentences on your answer sheet. (0.5×4= 2pts) 

omar Ibnu Alkhatab , conquer Sham Persia and Iraq ? 

Activity Two: Combine the following sentences using connectors. (1×3= 3pts) 

 Omar Ibnu Alkhatab invented mail system. 

 He wanted to facilitate communication.  

 

 Omar Racim designed beautiful ornaments.  

 He likes Islamic art. 

 

 Shakespeare built his own theatre. 

 He loves acting.  

Activity Three: In each list, pick out the word with a different vowel sound.(0.5×4= 2pts) 

1- play - stay - hi - day 

2- joy – boy – toy – ton 

3- car – hair – chair – fair    

4- city – hi – my - cry 

Part Two (2) : Situation of Integration (6pts) 

Context:  After reading about the trip of Schmidt across Algeria, you decided to discover your country 

by visiting other places and going through different itinerary in the centre and the east of Algeria.  

Task: write a paragraph in which you describe your itinerary.  

Support:  

a- Verbs:                                                                                               

visited – flied – stayed – saw – took photos 

drank tea -  rode a camel – bought a carpet 

                                                                

b- Sequencers: 

First, 

Second, 

Third, 

Then, 

Moreover, 

After that, 

Finally,  

 

 

 

 

 

"  To Be or Not To Be, This is The Question.. " 

 *William Shakespeare* 

 Day -10 - c 

 ”EasternCentral & “

Algeria Itinerary 

Day 1-2: Algiers 

Day 3-4: Ghardaia 

Day 4-5: Touggourt 

Day 5-7: Timgad 

Roman Ruins (Batna) 

Day 7-8: Constantine 

Day 9: Back to Algiers  

Day 10: Fly back home 

 

BECAUSE 

.THEREFORE, 
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